Scope

ECONOMÍA unam is co-edited by the Economy Faculty, FES-Acatlán, FES-Aragón and the IIEc; it is an academic publication arbitrated with periodicity which is embracing a number of significant ideas that are evaluated by academic peers by the method of double-blind; that are surrounding the theory and practice of the economic science from different perspectives. The sum of these frame of minds are expected to contribute with the spreading of original intellectual developments and also with the analysis of both the domestic and international economic atmosphere. Moreover, these points of view are aiming to feed those arguments related with the decision making process as well as to achieve an influence over the economic policy. Nevertheless, this publishing is going on beyond the Academy by considering even more segments of research and analysis which are not necessarily related within this environment, as long as they accomplished with the scientific and argumentative rigorousness requisites along with the introduction of contemporary topics and subjects of general interest.